1. Rate the relative severity of each missed fairway on par 4 and par 5 holes. The Miss Codes are printed on each scorecard but briefly explained:

- **1.** = Fairway Hit
- **2.** = Good lie, good position. You can accomplish your next logical goal just as if you had hit the fairway.
- **3.** Poor lie, poor position. You could accomplish your next logical goal but it will take a good shot to do so.
- **4.** No shot. You must change your objective and advance the ball to a position from which you can proceed.
- **5.** 1 Shot Penalty. Water hazard, unplayable lie, etc.
- **6.** Lost ball or OB. Stroke & distance penalty.

2. Enter the distance of your Approach shot:

   - The position: Fairway, Rough or Sand
   - Note if the result was a Penalty

3. Circle Greens Hit in Regulation (GIR's)

4. Indicate short game opportunities w/i 50 yards of the hole. C = success  X = missed the green

5. Enter # of Putts and the distance of 1st putt:

**Questions:** See our short instruction video under: **How it Works, Recording your data**, or email me: psanders@shotbyshot.com. Our Scorecard PDF (prints 2 to 8.5 x 11 page) also under **How it Works**.